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Hospitals And Physicians: Not A Pretty Picture
The existence of so many uninsured Americans is driving the
dynamics pushing hospitals and physicians into an adversarial
position.

by Jeff Goldsmith

ABSTRACT: Hospital-physician relationships in the United States have deteriorated mark-
edly in the past few years. An asymmetry of obligations to caring for the uninsured and inap-
propriate financial incentives have worsened the conflict between hospitals and physicians
in many markets. Sadly, the resources and political bandwidth consumed by managing this
conflict have been diverted from the fundamental challenge of providing universal health
coverage—the root cause of much of this conflict. [Health Affairs 26, no. 1 (2007): w72–
w75 (published online 5 December 2006; 10.1377/hlthaff.26.1.w72)]

I
n t h e i r t i m e ly analysis of the state of
hospital-physician relations, Robert
Berenson and colleagues provide a dis-

turbing portrait of a rapidly unraveling rela-
tionship.1 Generations of hospital executives
and physicians have fought over the economic
boundary between their respective economic
spheres—the health system equivalent of the
tide line between the Christian and Muslim
worlds left by the collapse of the Ottoman
Empire. As economic incentives in the pay-
ment system change, new conflicts have
flared up along the border.

For two decades, hospitals have steadily
lost share in lucrative ambulatory surgery and
imaging markets to physician-sponsored en-
terprises, and there is evidence that the share
loss has widened in the past two years.2 Hospi-
tals’ share of overall health spending has fallen
from almost 40 percent in 1980 to around 30
percent today.3

The widening rift between hospitals and
physicians exposes the public to medical risks:
inconsistent service quality, economically mo-
tivated and marginally necessary care, and dis-

parities in access to complex treatment de-
pending on the patient’s insurance status. Ad-
dressing the policy issues at the root of this
split—flawed payment incentives, unfunded
service mandates such asthe Emergency Medi-
cal Treatment and Active Labor Act
(EMTALA), hospital tax exemption, and safe
harbors for physician-ownership of services
and, at the root of many of them, the growing
number of uninsured Americans—will grow
in urgency as these conflicts deepen.

� Physicians’ “hostage crisis.” Hospi-
tals have less flexibility to respond to these
pressures than their physician communities.
EMTALA requires hospitals to provide emer-
gency care to patients around the clock, re-
gardless of their ability to pay, and to maintain
access to physician services to support that
care. There is no EMTALA obligation for phy-
sicians or the ambulatory facilities they own.
The voluntary compact between hospitals and
physicians whereby physicians, in exchange
for hospital privileges, took emergency depart-
ment (ED) call and provided backup for surgi-
cal and cardiac care after hours or on week-
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ends has devolved in many communities into a
“hostage crisis,” in which specialty physicians
such as neurosurgeons, orthopedic surgeons,
and cardiologists are demanding “extra-duty
pay” in escalating amounts for care they used
to provide hospitals for free.

Many of my hospital executive colleagues
believe that physician stipends to cover the
hospitals’ twenty-four-hour services have be-
come their most rapidly growing and least
controllable expense, exceeding even their
pharmacy cost growth. As
hospitals grapple with this
problem, they confront the
beginning of what will be-
come a wave of retirements of
baby-boomer specialists and
a scarcity of replacement phy-
sicians in specialties that have
a 24/7 service demand (gen-
eral surgery, cardiology, and
so on).4 As specialty physi-
cians become scarcer, their
bargaining power with hospi-
tals to demand pay for ED call
coverage will increase.5

Physician care is increasingly becoming
shift work. A new generation of physicians
seems unwilling to surrender their private
lives to more or less continuous medical prac-
tice, particularly as they see the human toll of
wrecked marriages, overwhelming stress, and
intraprofessional conflict that this practice
style has produced among their older col-
leagues.6 It is an understandable and human
reaction.

� New economic model. Some physi-
cians are exploiting the asymmetry of legal ob-
ligations and tightening physician markets to
extract incomes that used to accrue from 100-
hour work weeks while working much less. A
new and deeply exploitative economic model
of medical practice is emerging in some physi-
cian communities, particularly in the Sun Belt.

Components of this new economic model
include “lecture fees,” free travel, and other
perks from drug companies to promote new
drugs to physician colleagues; “consulting
fees” from device manufacturers to use their

products exclusively; “partnership income”
from physician-ownership in lucrative ambu-
latory facilities such as surgery and imaging
centers, as well as in specialty hospitals that
provide heart or orthopedic care; and “sti-
pends” from hospitals for critical care coverage
that physicians used to provide voluntarily.7

Most of these economic arrangements
monetize the physician’s ability to steer pa-
tients to particular therapies or clinical venues
and are completely invisible to patients. In my

opinion, the recent explosive
growth of elective procedures
under Medicare Part B has
been driven in major part by
inappropriate economic in-
centives. Physicians’ facilities-
related “partnership income”
acts much as a turbocharger
bolted onto the already infla-
tionary engine of fee-for-
service payment. Berenson
and colleagues could test this
hypothesis by mapping this
Part B cost trend onto their

twelve-community sample and observing
whether communities with greater prevalence
of physician-owned enterprises have higher
Part B cost and volume growth.

Whatever its cause, volume growth in lu-
crative, high-intensity medical procedures is
directly responsible for the recurring formula-
driven reductions in physician fees under Part
B, and results in a redistribution of wealth in-
side medical communities from primary care
physicians to specialists, contravening the in-
tent of resource-based relative value scale
(RBRVS)–based physician payment reforms
implemented in the early 1990s.8 The continu-
ing cycle of Part B fee reductions and congres-
sional rescissions cries out for a fundamental
reexamination of Medicare’s physician pay-
ment policies, and an urgent search for a suc-
cessor to event-driven, fee-based payment.

Berenson and colleagues observe that in
some communities, détente has been achieved
or hospitals have begun employing physicians
to cover their legal obligations, or both. In
other communities, however, the smell of
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moral rot and exploitation is almost overpow-
ering. They correctly observe that “low lever-
age” physicians such as family practitioners
and pediatricians, whose incomes have been
falling, deeply resent the economically moti-
vated behavior of their more fortunate spe-
cialty colleagues.9

� Desirable policy actions. Berenson and
colleagues identify some policy actions that
could reduce economic conflicts between hos-
pitals and physicians, such as eliminating
Medicare “reimbursement
windfalls” for some types of
services, such as cardiac care.
The recently neutered diag-
nosis-related group (DRG)
recalibrations would have ac-
complished some of this, as
have the major reductions in
Medicare payment for free-
standing imaging and office-
based nuclear medicine pro-
cedures.10 They would also
undercut the investment rationale for specialty
hospitals and ambulatory facilities focused on
these services. The emerging conflicts of inter-
est in physician communities could also be ad-
dressed by strengthening prohibitions on cash
or in-kind payments by pharmaceutical com-
panies and device manufacturers to physicians
for any reason, with strict limitations on con-
sultative arrangements.

Berenson and colleagues provide excellent
ammunition for those who would widen and
brighten the “bright line” between physicians
and ownership of the clinical services they di-
rect. There is a compelling argument for end-
ing the “whole hospital” exemption from Stark
antikickback laws.11 The “whole hospital” ex-
emption will be responsible not only for a new
generation of half-empty heart hospitals, but
also the less visible trend of syndication to
physician-ownership of marginally needed
community hospitals, a costly alternative to
simply closing them.12 Physician support for
new facilities should be based on their poten-
tial for quality and service improvements and
on increased convenience to both patients and
physicians, not the sound of coins dropping.

The real motivation of strengthening self-
referral prohibitions is not, as some have re-
cently argued, to protect the hospital’s clinical
franchises but, rather, to reinforce the increas-
ingly questionable belief on the part of pa-
tients that physicians make clinical decisions
based solely on the patient’s best interests.13

Absent these policy changes, physicians
should be required to disclose to patients both
in their offices and on their Web sites both fa-
cility ownership and income support from de-

vice manufacturers, pharma-
ceutical firms, and hospitals,
so that patients can draw
their own conclusions about
the motivations behind treat-
ment decisions.

� Impact of widening
coverage gap. Tinkering
with existing payment mod-
els and legal restrictions
raises a larger question, how-
ever. The growing economic

stress on hospitals, and growing tensions with
physician communities, are in major part an
artifact of the widening health insurance cov-
erage gap. The number of uninsured Ameri-
cans has grown by more than half since
EMTALA was enacted in 1987.14

EMTALA would be unnecessary, and could
be abolished, if we had universal health cover-
age, as would the host of subsidies (dispropor-
tionate-share hospital payments, critical-
access subsidies, and so on) hospitals receive
to compensate for coverage gaps. Universal
coverage would also eliminate much of the ra-
tionale for hospital tax exemption.

Robert Clark has famously criticized hospi-
tal tax exemption as providing a screen for
“for-profit” activities on the parts of their phy-
sicians, who make free use of the “commu-
nity’s” capital.15 Uwe Reinhardt argued re-
cently for eliminating the hospital tax
exemption but letting hospitals credit back
against their tax liability the real cost of the
community benefits they provide.16

The same conceptual approach that
Reinhardt advocated for hospitals could be ap-
plied to physicians in the absence of universal
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coverage—for example, providing tax credits
in lieu of direct hospital payments for ED and
intensive care unit (ICU) consultation and
after-hours surgical call coverage, as well as
office-based care provided to uninsured pa-
tients. Physicians could make voluntary deci-
sions regarding their community service obli-
gations and receive tax benefits in proportion
to their effort. The higher their incomes, the
more compelling the trade-off between tax
credits for “voluntary” activity and taxable sti-
pends from hospitals. Whether or not this
would prove cheaper for the federal govern-
ment than plowing the costs of the stipends
into the base of hospital spending requires fur-
ther analysis.

U
n i v e r s a l c ov e r ag e will not alle-
viate the impending physician short-
ages created by baby-boomer physi-

cian retirements, nor will it alter younger
physicians’ desire for more manageable life-
styles. The tragedy is that both energy and
dollars expended by policymakers trying to
protect one or the other side in this increas-
ingly bitter conflict are being diverted from
the essential task of providing universal
health coverage for Americans.

The author thanks William Nelson of Intermountain
Health Care and Nathan Kaufman of ACS Healthcare
Solutions for their comments on a draft of this paper.
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